
Focus of the week: 

 

 
Warm-up: 

‘Learn it’ sheet. Test yourself. Try and improve the time you can complete it, or the amount 

you can do in a certain time. Each day learn one more that you didn’t know before, or improve 

the time it takes you to complete the sheet. 

Easier: 

 
Harder: 

 
 

 

 

 

Maths Activity L.O. Find a third 

Hopefully you are confident with halves and quarters by now, and from 

yesterday’s work you are able to recognise a third. Today we will try finding 
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thirds. Again if you do not fell ready to move on, then go back over the work 

from the last few days instead.  

 
https://vimeo.com/515216707 
 

Watch the video and then do your best to complete the worksheet. Just like 

last week there are some questions that look as if they have to be written on 

the sheet but if you can’t print it off do not worry! Most of the questions can be 

written as answers in your book, or you can copy out pictures etc into your book.  

If you can’t see how to complete it without the worksheet then just talk about 

those answers with your grown up.  

Remember just do as much as you can in the time you have. It does get harder 

as you go along so I don’t expect everyone to complete all of it. Just do what you 

can manage.  

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to Warm up 

Easier 

 
 

Harder 

 

https://vimeo.com/515216707


Literacy 

Daily Spelling Practice 
Choose 3 words from the word list to practise spelling.  When you are confident with the 

words you have chosen, ask your grown up to test you, then choose three more for next 

time. 

 

 

Year 3 and 4 High Frequency Word list 

 

 
above across almost along also always 

animals any around asked baby balloon 

before began below better between birthda

y 

both brother brought can’t change children 

clothes coming didn’t different does don’t 

during earth every eyes father first 

follow following found friends garden goes 

gone great half happy head heard 

high I’m important inside knew know 

lady leave light might money mother 

morning much near never number often 

only opened other outside own paper 

place right round second show sister 

small something sometime

s 

sound started still 

stopped such suddenly sure swimming think 

those thought through today together told 

try tries turn turned under until 

upon used walk walked walking watch 

where while white whole why window 

without woken woke word work world 

write year young    

 

Test your self on all the words you have learnt this term. How many can you 

remember? 

 



 

 

 

Literacy Activity L.O. To use more adventurous vocabulary. 

 Making our writing more interesting. How would you describe these 

characters?  

 

     

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

Choose one of these characters or create one of your own. Describe them using 

interesting vocabulary. There are two word mats to help you.  Remember to tell 

me about their personality and well as describing what they look like. How do 

they move? What do they eat? I have put a worksheet on line. Have a look. You 

can use it if you want to, or you can choose how to present your own work 

yourself.  



 

See if someone can guess your character by just reading what you have 

written.  

Have fun.  

 

Art Activity 

 

Friday Activity  

L.O To draw a self portrait 

 

Today’s lesson is all about self portraits. You have all drawn self portraits in 

school before, it is something we often do at the start of a school year. Look at 

these examples of self portraits of famous artists next to their photos.  

 

 

Vincent Van Gogh 

 



 

Pablo Picasso 

 

 

 Frida Kahlo 

 

 

Salvador Dali 

 



Think about these questions: 

Which one do you think is the most realistic?  

Which one is your favourite? 

Does a self portrait have to be realistic to be a good self portrait?  

A self portrait usually shows what the artisit looks like on the outside, but 

sometimes an artist might want to express how they feel on the inside.  

 

Today you are going to experiment with self portraits by drawing an inner and 

outer self portrait. One half of your self portrait should be realistic. Use 

photos or a mirror to help. The other half should represent how you feel on the 

inside. Perhaps you will include hobbies you enjoy, your favourite foods or 

colours, family. Anything goes! Look at this example to give you an idea of what I 

want you to do.  

 

 

What do you think this person enjoys?  

Use the template if you like or draw freehand.  

 

Don’t forget to upload a picture!  



 


